In step-and-shoot IMRT plans, aperture-based optimization (or one-step optimization) has been considered as a means of improving monitor unit (MU) efficiency compared to fluence-based optimization (or two-step optimization). However, the extent of improvement on MU efficiency varies, depending on the implementation and design of one-step optimization. In this paper, we attempted to investigate MU efficiency issue in two methods of one-step optimization implemented in two commercial treatment planning systems (TPSs). Five patients with nasopharyngeal cancer and five patients with advanced prostate cancer were selected for this study. For these patients, clinically used IMRT plans were generated using the Direct Machine Parameter Optimization (DMPO) in the Pinnacle TPS. New IMRT plans were created using the Direct Aperture Optimization (DAO) method in the Panther TPS. For the purpose of this study, we used the similar planning dose objectives and beam configurations with a similar total number of segments in each pair of DMPO and DAO plans. With similar plan quality, DMPO plans required more MUs than DAO plans. The average number of MUs (expressed in mean ± 1 SD) for the DMPO and DAO plans was 1,169 ± 186 and 671 ± 135 for the nasopharynx cases, and 711 ± 48 and 400 ± 65 for the prostate cases, respectively. The average segment areas (expressed in mean ± 1 SD) for the DMPO plans were smaller than those for the DAO plans: 46.0 ± 7.6 cm 2 vs. 100.9 ± 32.3 cm 2 for the nasopharynx cases, and 58.3 ± 17.2 cm 2 vs. 97.4 ± 35.0 cm 2 for the prostate cases, respectively. In conclusion, two one-step optimization algorithms, DMPO and DAO, resulted in much different MU efficiency with the similar number of segments and optimization parameters. This MU difference is largely attributed to the fact that large area segments are used more often in DAO plans than in DMPO plans.
aperture-based optimization algorithms, referred to as one-step optimization, were proposed to eliminate the step of fluence optimization in two-step optimization algorithms. (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) There is renewed interest in rotational radiotherapy techniques to achieve improvement of MU efficiency and treatment throughput for IMRT delivery. (13) In their early study of direct aperture optimization (DAO), Shepard et al. (5) showed that the number of segments and the number of MUs for a DAO plan of a head-and-neck cancer were 85% and 74% fewer than those for an IMRT plan created with a two-step optimization method. Bergman et al. (10) introduced a Monte Carlo-based DAO algorithm. For a nasopharynx case, they found approximately 33% improvement in MU efficiency when the optimization engine was changed from two-step optimization to one-step optimization. Many commercial treatment planning systems (TPSs) now offer one-step optimization for step-and-shoot IMRT plans.
Recently, several studies reported clinical comparisons of one-step and two-step optimization in the Pinnacle TPS. In this TPS, the one-step optimization is referred to as the Direct Machine Parameter Optimization (DMPO), and the two-step method is referred to as the Intensity Modulation (IM). From a study of 11 head-and-neck plans, Jones and Williams (13) found that 42% fewer MUs and 35% fewer segments were used in DMPO plans than corresponding IM plans. Ludlum and Xia (1) showed that a 10%-15% MU reduction was achieved when changing from IM to DMPO for five prostate cases, but no significant MU reduction for five nasopharynx cases. DMPO and IM IMRT plans were also compared by van Asselen et al. (14) for twelve breast cancer patients. They found no significant reduction in MUs, but a reduction in the number of segments. As well, Ahunbay et al. (15) compared the DAO method in the Panther TPS and the two-step optimization in the XiO CMS TPS for ten cases of whole breast treatment. They observed that the total number of MUs for DAO plans were approximately 60% less than those of two-step optimization IMRT plans.
As observed from these published studies, (1, 5, 10, (14) (15) one-step optimization improves MU efficiency when compared to the two-step optimization. However, the extent of MU reduction varied substantially due to differences in the design and/or implementation among one-step optimization algorithms, as well as the complexity of disease sites. Instead of comparing oneand two-step optimization as in those previous studies, we studied two one-step optimization methods implemented in two commercial TPSs. Two common IMRT treatment sites, prostate and head and neck, were used to evaluate the effect of different plan complexity. While keep the similar number of segments and optimization parameters, we attempted to understand what other factors may impact MU efficiency for step-and-shoot IMRT plans created with one-step optimization algorithms.
II. MATERIALS And METHodS

A. Two treatment planning systems
For this study, clinical IMRT plans were generated using DMPO in the Pinnacle (version 8.0m; Philips, Andover, MA) TPS and DAO in the Panther (version 4.6; Prowess, Concord, CA) TPS. In the process of DMPO, the first n iterations (locally set to about 30% of the total iterations N) are used for fluence-based optimization. After the nth iteration, a leaf sequencer converts the semioptimized fluence map to a preset number of deliverable MLC segments while considering machine-specific delivery parameters and user-defined parameters, such as the minimum segment area (MSA) per segment and minimum number of MUs per segment. These converted MLC segments are then used as a starting point for the subsequent aperturebased optimization in the remaining (N-n) iterations. During these iterations, leaf positions and segment weights (which directly associate with MUs per segment) are iteratively adjusted to minimize the value of a cost function. The Pinnacle TPS uses a gradient search method for its DMPO, which accepts every variable change that decreases the value of the cost function and discards any variable change that increases the value of the cost function.
In the Panther TPS, the planner selects beam energies, angles, and the number of segments per beam angle, but does not define the number of iterations. As for DMPO, the planner can preset the MSA and the minimum number of MUs per segment. With the DAO method, the shape of each aperture (or segment) at the beginning of the optimization is conformal to the projected target volume in the beam's eye view (BEV) of each beam with an equal beam weighting. During the optimization, the leaf positions and MUs (weighting) of each segment are adjusted simultaneously while minimizing the value of a cost function. A simulated annealing method is used as the iterative method for DAO. This stochastic method can accept a variable change that increases the value of the cost function at a certain probability. Theoretically, the simulated annealing approach is more likely to find the globe minimum than the gradient search method, but it does require longer optimization time with more iterations. Although DAO has been used as a generic term for one-step optimization, (16) DAO in this paper specifically refers to the optimization method implemented in the Panther TPS, which was based upon the algorithm proposed by Shepard et al. (5) B. Patient selections and plan objectives Five patients with nasopharyngeal cancer and five patients with advanced prostate cancer, who underwent IMRT treatment with DMPO plans, were randomly selected for this study. The planning goals for patients with nasopharyngeal cancer were to treat 95% of the planning tumor volume (PTV_70) and 100% of the clinical tumor volume (CTV_70) to 70 Gy and to treat 95% of other PTVs and 100% of corresponding CTVs to the prescribed doses. For three patients, 59.4 Gy (1.8 Gy per fraction for 33 fraction) was prescribed to treat the PTV_59.4. For two other patients, 63.0 Gy and 57.0 Gy were prescribed to treat the PTV_63 and PTV_57, respectively. The tolerance doses to critical structures, such as the brain stem, spinal cord, mandible, temporal lobe, parotid glands, inner ears, and larynx, were planned to meet the requirements of the RTOG HN-0225 protocol. (17) For patients with advanced prostate cancer, the treatment protocol consisted of two sequential plans: initial IMRT + boost IMRT or initial IMRT + boost brachytherapy. In this study, we only compared the initial IMRT plans. The treatment goals were to deliver a prescription dose of 45 Gy to 95% of the PTV and 100% of the pelvic lymph nodes, and to concurrently treat 95% of the PTV and 100% of the prostate and seminal vesicle to a prescribed dose (from 45 to 54 Gy) over 25 fractions. For critical structures, the plan acceptance criteria included that doses to 5% of the bladder and rectum volumes (D5) were less than the prescription dose of the prostate, while minimizing the volume of the small bowel to receive a dose greater than 45 Gy.
The typical planning dose constraints for both nasopharyngeal cancer and advanced prostate cancer are described elsewhere. (18) (19) For both groups of patients treated with IMRT, we normalized the plan to the point of the maximum dose.
c. dMPo and dAo plans
For each nasopharyngeal cancer patient, the clinical IMRT plan was generated using a beam configuration of eight to nine nonequally spaced coplanar beams. The intensity modulation for each 6 MV beam was optimized using the DMPO algorithm with the following optimization parameter settings: MSA = 2 cm 2 , minimum monitor units = 2 MU, n = 10, N = 25-30, and approximately 60-65 total number of segments (TNS). For each prostate cancer patient, the IMRT plan was produced with seven coplanar beams of 18 MV photon energy. The DMPO settings for the prostate cases were similar to those for the nasopharynx cases except for fewer segments (about 45). The settings of the number of segments were close to minimum numbers based upon recommendations of previous studies. (1, 20) To compare with DMPO plans, we retrospectively created corresponding DAO plans in the Panther TPS. For each case, we transferred the planning CT images and contours from the Pinnacle TPS to the Panther TPS via a DICOM format. Beam configurations, such as beam angles, locations of isocenters, and energies in the DAO plans were kept the same as those in the corresponding DMPO plans, except collimator angles. For DMPO plans, the collimator was set at 0° collimator angle. For DAO plans, the use of 90° collimator angle often had improved plan quality than those using of 0° collimator angle. This plan quality dependence on collimator angles may arise from the design of the Prowess planning system and its discussion is beyond the scope of this study. On the other hand, we have compared DMPO plans created with 0° and 90° collimator angles for a variety of cancer sites, including the prostate and nasopharynx. Based upon our experience, plan quality and delivery efficiency were very similar for those DMPO plans. Therefore, it is a fair, though not an ideal, comparison between DMPO plans created with 0° collimator angles and DAO plans created with 90° collimator angles. Same as for DMPO plans, the MSA and minimum MUs of any deliverable segment was set as 2 cm 2 and 2 MU for DAO plans, respectively. The number of segments per beam was set to ensure the total number of segments for a DAO plan comparable to that for the corresponding DMPO plan.
All IMRT plans were designed for delivery on a Siemens ONCOR linear accelerator (Siemens, Malvern, PA) equipped with an 82-leaf MLC, with 1 cm leaf width projected at the isocenter.
D. Plan comparison and evaluation
The Pinnacle TPS adapts a convolution/superposition algorithm based on the work of Mackie et al. (21) and Papanikolaou et al. (22) For the clinical plans, the adaptive convolution algorithm was used for the final dose calculation with a 4 mm dose grid resolution. The Panther system uses a collapsed cone convolution algorithm for its final dose calculation with a dose grid resolution of 3 mm, which is the only option for this research version of the Panther system. Because we preferred to use the original plan as our standard, these plans were not recalculated using a smaller dose resolution.
For each patient, the DMPO and DAO plan were compared based upon the number of segments, the number of MUs, tumor coverage, defined endpoints for sensitive structures, dose conformality indices (COINs) of target volumes, and a homogeneity index (HI). The conformality index and homogeneity index followed the RTOG report, (23) which was listed in the review article by Feuvret et al. (24) The target COIN was then defined as follows:
where V RI is the volume of the reference isodose (here is the prescription isodose) and TV is the target volume. Ideally, COIN = 1. The homogeneity index (HI) was defined as the ratio of the maximum dose (D max ) of the plan and the prescription dose (Rx),
E. Analysis of segment information
For each IMRT plan, distributions of segment areas (SAs) and MUs per segment were calculated by using an in-house program. Analysis of these distributions was performed by using Excel software's built-in function, FREQUENCY. The bin size for the analysis of SAs was 10 cm 2 , except for the first bin element due to 2 cm 2 MSA setting. For the analysis of segment MUs, a bin size of 3 MU was used, except that 2 MU was used as the lower limit of the first bin. The definition of SA in this work was the summation of every rectangle formed by any opening pair of MLC leaves.
F. Effects of DMPO optimization parameters on MU efficiency
Unlike DAO plans, DMPO plans had many segments with sizes approaching the MSA setting of 2 cm 2 . To further investigate impacts of the MSA setting on the plan quality, we created new DMPO plans by using the same optimization parameters but with incrementally increased MSA values (such as 4, 8, 12, and 16 cm 2 ). After resetting beams, a newly optimized DMPO plan was created and compared with the clinically approved plan based upon the cumulative dose-volume histograms (DVHs) of the tumor target and critical structures. If DVHs in the new and clinical plans deviated and violated the original treatment guidelines, the process was terminated.
III. RESuLTS
A. Plan evaluation and comparison
For the nasopharynx cases, the selected endpoint doses to the target volumes and organs at risk (OARs), HIs, number of segments, and number of MUs of DMPO and DAO plans are listed in Table 1 . As seen in Table 1 , the number of MUs was the only parameter with considerable differences between the DMPO and DAO plans. The mean MUs (expressed in mean ± 1 SD) for five DMPO and DAO plans were 1,169 ± 186 and 671 ± 135, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the detailed comparisons of the DMPO and the DAO plans for five patients with advanced prostate cancer. Similar to the nasopharynx cases, DMPO and DAO achieved similar treatment goals, but resulted in the mean MUs (expressed in mean ± 1 SD) of 711 ± 48 and 400 ± 65, respectively. The prostate COINs were large due to fact that (1) the prescription dose to the nodes and prostate were not much different, and (2) the prostate is small compared to the pelvic lymph nodes. 
B. Analysis of segment information
The distributions of SAs and MUs of five DMPO and DAO plans were calculated for five patients (A-E) with nasopharyngeal cancer. For the DMPO plans, SAs of 2-20 cm 2 were predominantly used (see Fig. 1(a) ). For the DAO plans, SAs ranging from 40 to 160 cm 2 were more frequently used (see Fig. 1(b) ). The most frequently occurring MUs per segment were in the range of 9-24 and 3-15 (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) for the DMPO and DAO plans, respectively. Similar to the nasopharynx cases, the DMPO plans for five patients (F-J) with advanced prostate cancer consisted of more small area segments with large segmental MUs compared to the DAO plans. For the DMPO plans, the most frequently employed SAs and MUs per segment were from 2 to 50 cm 2 (see Fig. 3(a) ) and from 6 to 24 (see Fig. 4(a) ), respectively. For the DAO plans, the most frequently used SAs and MUs per segment ranged from 40 to 170 cm 2 (see Fig. 3(b) ) and from 3 to 15 (see Fig. 4(b) ), respectively. It was noticed that the DMPO plan for patient G had many segments larger than 180 cm 2 , which may be caused by the large CTV (see Table 2 ). The average SA (85.3 cm 2 ) for this DMPO plan, however, was still smaller than that for the corresponding DAO plan (145.7 cm 2 ). 
C. Effects of DMPO optimization parameters on efficiency
For both nasopharynx and prostate cases, the use of 16 cm 2 MSA was about the limit for DMPO to generate a comparable plan as the clinically approved plan. For a nasopharynx case, the DVHs of selected target volumes and OARs of four DMPO plans, with the MSA set to 2, 4, 8, and 16 cm 2 , are shown in Fig. 5 . Compared to the clinically approved plan (MSA = 2 cm 2 ), the DVHs of the PTV_70, and the PTV_59.4 were in agreement for the other three DMPO plans. Although the DVHs of the spinal cord and brain stem were different in the low-dose range, the dosimetric constraints for these and other OARs (based on RTOG HN-0225) were still met (see Table 1 ).
For a prostate case, the resulting DVHs of four DMPO plans, with the MSA set to 2, 4, 8, and 16 cm 2 , are shown in Fig. 6 . The dosimetric endpoints to the prostate, pelvic lymph nodes, rectum, and bladder were comparable among all DMPO plans.
For five nasopharynx and five prostate cases, the DMPO plans with the MSA of 16 cm 2 required 38% (727 vs. 1,169) and 22% (552 vs. 711) less MUs compared to the clinically approved DMPO plans. As seen in Fig. 7 , the number of MUs for the DMPO plans decrease as the MSA setting increases, but the reduction of MUs tends to decrease when the MSA approaches 12-16 cm 2 or larger. 6 . DVHs of four DMPO plans for a patient treated with prostate and lymph nodes. These plans were created with the same treatment goals and optimization settings except for the MSA settings, which were 2 (red), 4 (blue), 8 (green), and 16 cm 2 (magenta), respectively. The bladder was plotted with dashed lines to distinguish from the rectum. 
IV. dIScuSSIon
The complexity of IMRT plans, measured by the total number of MUs and the number of segments, substantially impacts many aspects of IMRT treatment: the possibility of radiation-induced cancers, (2-3,23-24 ) the treatment time, (25) and the quality and accuracy of radiotherapy. (25) (26) Much effort, mostly on the development of new optimization algorithms, has been devoted to reducing the complexity of IMRT plans. By directly incorporating delivery constraints into optimization, aperture-based (or one-step) optimization has been proved as a means of achieving improved MU efficiency over conventional two-step optimization. (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) Broderick et al. (16) summarized different aperture-based optimization algorithms in an excellent review article. Further effort (20, 26) has been devoted to finding the minimum number of segments in order to reduce the complexity of IMRT plans and to decrease the total MU required. In our practice, we observed that the total number of segments is not the only indicator for MU efficiency. With a given number of segments, the distributions and selections of large area segments also played an important role in MU reduction.
In this paper, we investigated the relationship between SA and MU efficiency by comparing IMRT plans created using two aperture-based optimization algorithms, DMPO and DAO, implemented in two commercially available treatment planning systems. While achieving a similar plan quality as DMPO, DAO saved an average of 43% (from 1,169 to 672) and 44% MUs (from 711 to 400) for five nasopharynx and five prostate cases, respectively. Further analysis of the relationship between SAs and MUs of each plan indicated that the DMPO plans tended to use more small area segments than the DAO plans. Specifically, the DMPO plans consisted of a large number of segments with SA close to the MSA setting of 2 cm 2 , and the DAO plans had more segments with SA ranging from 40 to 160 cm 2 , which was substantially greater than the MSA setting of 2 cm 2 . In step-and-shoot IMRT plans, the relationship between MSA and plan quality was not well understood. In practice, planners often set the MSA to a small value (e.g., 2 cm 2 ) to ensure a clinically acceptable IMRT can be generated. An interesting observation in this study was that both DMPO (if MSA was set to a large value) and DAO could result in clinically acceptable IMRT plans by using relatively large-sized segments.
One of the limitations of this study was that two treatment planning systems utilized different dose calculation engines. In one of our previous studies, (27) we compared the differences between two dose calculations by inputting DAO plans into the Pinnacle system. After recalculating the DAO plans with the same MUs and shapes of segments, we found no significant differences in the two dose calculation methods. Another limitation was that we did not investigate the optimal setting of the minimum segment area (MSA) parameter for each clinical site. However, for some cases in this study, we explored a series of DMPO plans with increased values of the MSA, such as 2, 4, 8, and 16 cm 2 (the MSA of 2 cm 2 for the clinical plans). With comparable plan qualities in these DMPO plans, the MUs were reduced 38% (from 1,169 to 727) for the nasopharynx cases and 23% (from 711 to 551) for the prostate cases when the MSA increased from 2 to 16 cm 2 . Similar results were observed by Worthy and Wu (28) in their study of DMPO for head-and-neck cancer. With plans delivered by Elekta linear accelerators (Elekta, Norcross, GA), they suggested the MSA should be set to 8 cm 2 or larger to avoid the local minimum and to achieve improved delivery efficiency. We also observed that the extent of MU reduction reached a plateau as the MSA reached 12-16 cm 2 (see Fig. 5 ). Future study is required to confirm this observation.
Craft et al. (29) investigated the tradeoff between IMRT complexity (measured as the number of MUs) and plan quality. They concluded that the largely increased number of MU and irradiation time in IMRT is sometimes unnecessary, and they suggested a constraint upon plan MUs. Our study, in part, supported this suggestion. Based on the results of this paper, we would suggest that a new constraint can be applied upon MSA for DMPO to allow only a certain number of segments to have SA close to the MSA setting.
Although DMPO and DAO started with the same MSA, the resultant distributions of segments used for step-and-shoot IMRT plans were drastically different in terms of SA and MUs per segment. The difference may stem from the optimization search method implemented in the Pinnacle and Panther systems. The Pinnacle TPS uses a gradient search method for DMPO, while the Panther TPS uses a simulated annealing method for DAO. In general, aperture-based optimization is likely to be trapped in a local minimum if a gradient search method is employed. To reduce this possibility, the Pinnacle TPS divides the DMPO into two parts. In the first part of optimization, a continuous fluence optimization is performed so that the solution found in this part of optimization is near optimal although the delivery parameters are not considered. After considering delivery parameters, the solution found in the first part of optimization will be deteriorated. Therefore, the second part of the optimization is to remedy the deteriorated plan by further adjusting the MLC positions and segment weights without increasing the number of segments. The starting point for the second optimization tends to include many segments with SA close to the MSA setting, generally as small as 2-4 cm 2 . During this 2nd optimization, the gradient search method in the Pinnacle system cannot generate solutions consisting of segments substantially different from those initial segments, and this might be the reason that MUs from DMPO plans were higher than those from DAO plans.
The result of this study may help us to understand the improvement of MU efficiency in the recently emerging volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) technique. It has been reported that aperture-based optimization is employed in VMAT plans with many more beam angles arranged in single or double arcs. For example, Otto (30) used a similar strategy as the DAO approach to incorporated MLC leaf positions and MU weights into his VMAT optimization. Most reported MU reductions of the VMAT plans were comparable to the sliding-window IMRT plans. (31) (32) According to our findings in this study, depending on the implementation of aperture-based optimization, MU saving in DAO plans is comparable to those reported for VMAT plans. (31) (32) 
V. concLuSIonS
While achieving comparable plan quality with similar optimization parameters, DMPO and DAO can result in large differences in MU efficiency for step-and-shoot IMRT plans. The results of this study have shown that improved MU efficiency is also dependent on the ability of an optimization algorithm and the setting of the optimization parameters to create IMRT plans with large area segments.
